Environmental Restoration and Disposal Facility (ERDF) Vertical Expansion

- Questions should be framed as questions, not comments or assumptions
- Revisit / update on liner
- Understand relationship to ERDF ROD and performance assessment
  - ARARs
- Additional questions, per Jean:
  - Landslides
  - Cultural resources; tribal consultation
  - Cap construction
  - Removing existing soil/liner
- Request for workshop, presentation
- Opportunity to involve public, HAB
- Potential evening session
- Advice requesting workshop with context (comments, potential advice)
- Liz, Bob, Susan – Issue Managers
- April Board is the target
- Use call placeholder, March 22, 1:30pm

Plutonium Finishing Plant Update Brainstorming Questions (April)

- Disposition of pipes between PFP and PRF
- Any changes to TPA completion dates? Has definition of “completion” changed?
- What contamination is left in place at “slab-on-grade”?
- What will the pass-off between Ecology and EPA look like? What is EPA willing to take? When slab-on-grade
- Characterization efforts – pipes, underground
- What is EPA’s criteria for acceptance?
- Is capping part of the plan?
- Safety issues at PFP
- Management changes at PFP
- Status of IS-1
- Pam – Issue manager, will introduce
- Stephanie Schleif, Ecology
- Undetermined, EPA

PW 1/3/6 Update Brainstorming Questions (April)

- Review Dick Smith’s white paper
- Review of work plan approach
- Is DOE entertaining an observational approach?
April 2016

- Plutonium Finishing Plant demo update
  - Underground pipes
- PW 1/3/6 update
- Work plan, Leadership Workshop prep

May 2016

- Groundwater 300-FF-5 uranium treatability test results
- ERDF update
- RAP perspective on safety culture – Sounding Board

June 2016

- Solid Waste Operations Complex – Dangerous Waste Permit Modifications update